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Abstract

Rupture segmentation arises from changes in fault geometry and strength. We use boundary element models of frictionless strike-slip fault segments to quantify how fault geometry and strength change earthquake surface offset distributions. Using these relationships between fault geometry, strength, and surface offsets, we can infer fault strength from the surface offsets in cases where the fault geometry can be independently constrained. This article includes normalized plots of the surface offset distribution expected from rupture along low-friction fault segments with strength contrasts of 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, 3, and 4 for a range of fault segment geometries. These plots may be used with offset data to constrain the strength of two coplanar, adjacent fault segments. This analysis is applied to the Cholame and Carrizo segments of the San Andreas Fault. The available surface offset data suggest that the offset increases where the fault deepens; in addition, the observed offset gradient at the segment boundary requires a 2/3–1/4 strength ratio of the Cholame to the Carrizo segment.

Introduction

Variations in fault strength, geometry, and loading distribution may result in rupture segmentation (e.g., Day, 1982; Ward, 1997). This segmentation is manifest by consistent spatial and temporal rupture behavior that may be used to forecast the timing and magnitude of future events (e.g., Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; WGCEP, 1988; WGNCEP, 1996). Large changes in earthquake surface offsets across segment boundaries may result from changes in fault geometry, strength, or prestresses. For adjacent fault segments, those with larger surface area and stress drop have higher peak offsets (e.g., Segall and Pollard, 1980) (Fig. 1). During rupture, a segment may act as an independent seismic source (e.g., 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake) or may rupture with adjacent fault segments (e.g., 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake) (Thomas and Rockwell, 1996).

Where segment depths can be constrained by geological or geophysical data, the surface offset distribution of an earthquake may be interpreted with mechanical models to estimate the fault segment strength contrast. We calculated the surface offset distribution along coplanar adjacent strike-slip fault segments to examine how it was affected by changing segment depths and strengths. These results are intended as a paleoseismological tool to constrain the strength contrast between adjacent fault segments. Using this method, we estimated the segment strength contrast between the Cholame and the Carrizo segments of the San Andreas Fault (SAF), southern California. The reconstruction and analysis of the 1857 Fort Tejón Earthquake offset distribution suggests a 2/3–1/4 strength ratio between the Cholame and Carrizo segments.

Models of Coseismic Surface Offset Along Faults of Different Geometry and Strength

Modeling Fault Segment Friction, Strength, and Geometry

Mechanical models of fault movement allow us to interpret observations of slip during an earthquake in terms of the stresses that caused the slip (e.g., Wald and Heaton, 1992; Ward, 1997). When rectangular faults experience a constant stress drop, the surface offset distribution is elliptical, and the offset magnitude at each point increases with increasing stress drop and fault length (Fig. 1). Also, as the depth to the bottom tip of a vertical strike-slip fault decreases, so does the magnitude of the surface offset at each point. If depth and/or stress drop along the fault strike increases, so too will the surface offset in those areas. Where we can reconstruct the surface offset distribution for one or
more events and can constrain the dimensions of the fault plane, we can estimate the stress drop during each event and how it must change along the strike of the fault.

Fault strength is defined to be the maximum shear traction a fault can sustain before failure. The Coulomb failure criterion relates fault strength to the normal tractions acting along the fault plane and the cohesion of the fault plane (Jaeger and Cook, 1969):

$$|\tau_s| = (\mu(\sigma_n - p) + c) \geq 0$$

where $\tau_s$ is the shear traction acting along a surface, $\mu$ is the coefficient of friction, $\sigma_n$ is the normal traction acting on a surface (compression positive), $c$ is the cohesion along the surface, and $p$ is the pore pressure.

If the fault friction ($\mu$) is low, then the shear strength of the fault is nearly equal to the fault plane cohesion ($c$) and should not be affected by lithostatic stresses (Zoback et al., 1997). We neglect inertial forces in our analysis that have been studied by others (e.g., Andrews, 1976; Day, 1982; Andrews, 1994; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995). Different magnitude stress drops across different portions of the fault surface are applied to simulate strength contrasts. The assumption of low friction allows us to ignore the effects of lithostatic loading on the fault surface, which may vary spatially along the fault. Implicit in our assumptions is the requirement that all segments of the fault are equally close to failure in order to infer strength from stress drop.

We use the elastic dislocation model DIS3D (Erikson, 1987; as modified by Rubin, 1988), which uses rectangular dislocations driven by displacement discontinuities acting across element surfaces. Rubin’s (1988) modifications allow traction boundary conditions acting across subelements in a rectangular dislocation loop. Slip along a patch results in loading on all other parts of the fault, so each patch is iteratively slipped until the stresses acting across each part of the fault plane satisfies the prescribed boundary conditions (following the methods of Muskhelishvili, 1954; Sokolnikoff, 1956). In our models, we simplify the faulting process by assuming that a total stress drop occurs along each fault segment. In addition, the sum of the coseismic and postseismic displacements release a comparable amount of stress as a coseismic rupture would if the displacements were entirely coseismically produced. Because paleoearthquake studies, and particularly, geomorphic offsets record near-fault deformation, offsets should be insensitive to postseismic displacements that result from viscous relaxation of the lower crust following seismic rupture (e.g., Pollitz, 1992; Sieh, 1996; Bürgmann et al., 1997). Also, we neglect dynamic rupture propagation effects and fault prestresses in our analysis. Finally, our models do not capture the behavior of continuously creeping faults such as the Hayward fault and should not be applied to these types of faults.

The case of two planar, vertical, surface-rupturing, strike-slip fault segments, one of which is deeper than the other, was modeled (Fig. 2). The assumption of low fault friction allows the fault segment geometry to be cast as three ratios: (1) the length of the shallow segment normalized to the total fault length ($a/c$), (2) the difference in depth between the shallow segment and the deeper segment normalized by the depth of the deep segment ($e/d$), and (3) the ratio $d/c$.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Surface offset produced by a uniform shear stress drop along rectangular faults that are 10, 25, 50, and 100 km long. In these models, a shear modulus of $G = 40$ GPa and a Poisson’s Ratio of $\nu = 0.25$ were used. The upper half of the figure shows surface offsets predicted by a 2D plane-strain (infinitely deep fault) model, while the bottom half shows faults that terminate at a 10 km depth. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves show surface offset for stress drops of 5, 10, and 20 MPa, respectively. As strike-slip faults become shorter, peak offset for a given stress drop decreases. Changing stress drop also changes the surface offset distribution.
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**Figure 2.** Fault segment geometry of two rectangular, vertical fault segments defined by three ratios: (1) the segment length ratio ($a/c$), (2) the segment depth ratio ($e/d$), and (3) the depth to length ratio ($d/c$). The strengths of the short and tall segments are $S_1$ and $S_2$, respectively.
of the depth of the deep segment to the total fault length \((d/c)\). In our models, we divide the fault plane into 800–896 rectangular elements that each slip an amount required to produce the constant prescribed stress drop along the fault surface.

**Results**

We varied segment geometries and relative strengths to determine their effect on the surface offset distribution. In all models, the offset at each point was normalized to the maximum offset along the surface rupture. The complete slip distribution along the entire fault plane for all parameter combinations is available at [http://activetectonics.la.asu.edu/segmentation/](http://activetectonics.la.asu.edu/segmentation/).

**The Effect of Fault Segment Geometry on Surface Slip Distribution.** First, we explored the effect of relative segment length on the surface offset distribution \((a/c; \text{Fig. } 3)\). We fixed \(e/d = 1/2\) (largest depth contrast) and \(d/c = 1/8\) (the least depth/length ratio; \text{Fig. } 2), and chose a strength ratio \(S_1/S_2 = 1\) (where \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) are the strengths of the short and tall segments, respectively). Areas of high relative offset were concentrated along the deeper segment (\text{Fig. } 3a). When the surface offset was normalized to the largest value of all of the curves sampled in \text{Fig. } 3a, we observed that faults with greater surface area produced larger offsets than those with smaller surface area (\text{Fig. } 3b). The magnitude of the offset gradient was insensitive to the fault segment length ratio. However, the location of the maximum value of the offset gradient was strongly influenced by the location of the fault segment boundary (\text{Figs. } 3c, d).

We isolated the effect of depth differences between the two segments by fixing \(a/c = 1/2\) (equal segment lengths) and \(d/c = 1/8\) (minimum value). The strengths of the two segments were equal. The offset distribution was normalized to the maximum value within each model (\text{Fig. } 4a) or to all models (\text{Fig. } 4b). The surface offset distribution was not significantly shifted along strike as the depth contrast increased. The offset gradient calculated from either \text{Fig. } 4a or b showed that large depth contrasts resulted in a steeper offset gradient relative to small depth contrasts (\text{Figs. } 4c, d).

Finally, we considered the effects of decreasing total fault depth relative to fault length \((d/c; \text{Fig. } 2)\). We fixed \(a/c = 1/2\) (equal segment lengths), \(e/d = 1/2\) (maximum depth contrast), and \(S_1 = S_2\). The location of the peak offset moved toward the deeper segment with increasing depth/length ratio (\text{Fig. } 5a, b). Increasing \(d/c\) moved the corner of the fault segment pair farther from the free surface, which steepened the offset gradient in these models (\text{Fig. } 5c, d). \text{Fig. } 5b also shows that increasing rupture area resulted in larger peak offsets.

**The Effect of Relative Segment Strength on Surface Offset Distribution.** We considered two segments with fixed geometry and varied the relative segment strength. \text{Fig. } 6 shows the geometry of two fault segments of equal length \((a/c = 1/2)\), the depth of one half that of the other \((e/d = 1/2)\). The maximum depth of the deeper segment equaled the length of both of the segments \((d = c)\). In order to highlight the effect of segment strength, we varied the strength ratio of the shallower to deeper segment between 1/4 and 4. For higher strength contrasts, the peak offset was skewed toward the segment with higher strength, and hence, higher stress drop during rupture (see \text{Figs. } 6a, b). In addition, increasing strength contrast between the two segments resulted in a higher offset gradient at the segment boundary (\text{Fig. } 6c, d).

**Combined Effects of Fault Segment Geometry and Fault Strength.** \text{Fig. } 7 shows the surface offset distributions from all geometry and strength combinations. The effects of fault geometry and strength were the following: (1) deeper segments had higher peak offset than shallower segments, (2) segments with a greater length-to-depth ratio had higher peak offset than those with smaller length to depth ratios, (3) large depth contrasts between segments resulted in higher offset gradients at the segment boundary, (4) peak offset was skewed towards the segment with the larger surface area, and (5) the peak offset was skewed toward the segment with greater strength. These rules are manifest by the different offset distributions in \text{Fig. } 7.

Because the information presented in \text{Fig. } 7 was normalized to the fault geometry ratios, the results may be used for any fault scale for which the friction is assumed to be low, and no significant deviations in the fault strike exist. To use these diagrams, estimate the geometry ratios \((a/c, e/d, d/c)\) using the relevant geological and/or geophysical data (e.g., map trace geometry and microseismicity). Normalize the surface offset distribution by dividing each value of the surface offset by the peak surface offset. Finally, estimate a range of strength contrasts by plotting the normalized offset data on the appropriate graph in \text{Fig. } 7. In the following sections, we apply this analysis to the Cholame-Carrizo segment boundary of the SAF.

**Analysis of Offsets Along the Cholame and Carrizo Segments of the San Andreas Fault**

We inferred strength contrasts between the Carrizo and Cholame segments of the SAF using models of fault segmentation. This area was chosen because (1) abundant offset data exist, allowing us to reconstruct the offset distribution of past events with some degree of confidence; (2) the SAF is thought to be a weak fault (e.g., Zoback et al., 1987; Hickman, 1991), justifying the use of our frictionless model; and (3) the Cholame segment may act as an interface between locked (Carrizo) and creeping (Parkfield) portions of the SAF and so plays an important role in forecasting large earthquakes in Southern California (Arrowsmith et al., 1997). Geomorphic offsets were used because they are typically the most abundant offset data. However, geomorphic offsets may record the effects of one or more earthquakes,
Figure 3. The effect of changing segment length (\(a/c\)). (a) The surface offset is normalized to the maximum offset along each fault. The position of the maximum slip is affected by the length ratio of the two segments and is located at approximately the center of the deeper segment. (b) The surface offset normalized to the maximum offset of all models. The magnitude of the maximum offset increases with increasing combined segment surface area. The offsets shown on the right side of the axis correspond to those expected from a 100-km-long fault (\(c = 100\) km) that has a 10 MPa stress drop along its surface. For this calculation, \(G = 40\) GPa, \(\nu = 0.25\). (c) The gradient in the surface offset distribution computed from (a) illustrates that the position of the peak offset gradient is located at approximately the segment boundary. (d) The gradient in the surface offset distribution computed from (b) shows that segments with larger surface area have steeper gradients than segments with less surface area.

differential uplift of the surface during rupture events, and/or geomorphic events that may not be the direct result of tectonic processes (e.g., Lienkaemper and Sturm, 1989).

Several datasets were analyzed (Sieh, 1978; Sieh and Jahns, 1984; Lienkaemper and Sturm, 1989; Lienkaemper, submitted) to reconstruct the surface offset distribution resulting from events along the Cholame and Carrizo segments (Fig. 8). Sieh (1978) provided a fully annotated table that allowed us to compile offsets and their associated uncertainties directly. Sieh and Jahns’ (1984) data were extracted from offset diagrams (Sieh and Jahns, 1984; their figure 10), and Lienkaemper and Sturm’s (1989) were included directly. In the Sieh and Jahns (1984) dataset, both new data and resurveyed data from Sieh (1978) were presented. We estimated duplicate points by comparing values extracted from Sieh and Jahns (1984) to the Sieh (1978) dataset and removing duplicate or similar values. Also, Lienkaemper (submitted) provided us with offsets, uncertainties, and notes for the Cholame segment.

Because a given offset may record one or more offset events, we filtered the surface offset data to determine the most likely offset distributions. The method used to reconstruct this offset distribution considers the measurement uncertainties, the observer’s confidence that offsets were tec-
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Figure 4. The effect of changing relative segment depth (e/d). Segments with greater depth contrasts (increasing e/d) have higher slip gradients at the segment boundary. The location of the normalized peak slip is relatively unaffected by the depth ratio. Letters refer to the same normalizations as in Figure 3.

tonically generated, and the observer’s bias for each point. First, we treat each offset measurement and associated uncertainty as a normal distribution whose mean and standard deviation are the measurement and half the uncertainty, respectively. Then, we weight the normal distribution according to the observer’s confidence that the offset was tectonically generated. Finally, we weight the normal distributions by each observer to estimate the sensitivity of our results to differences in each observer’s data collection methods. The normal distributions within a particular interval along the fault were added in order to reconstruct the surface offset within that interval. Where many offsets along the interval are similar, the frequency will be high at the probable value of the offset. In this case, one or more potential tectonic offsets within the interval may be present. We approximate a continuous offset distribution by moving the interval along the fault and identifying potential tectonic offsets. Three

sampling intervals were used in this study: 5, 10, and 20 km. Each of these sampling intervals is started at Cholame (0 km) and incremented 1 km along the fault trace. Small, medium, and large dots in Figure 9 denote these most probable potential tectonic offsets for 5-, 10-, and 20-km sampling intervals, respectively. The dots were located at the midpoint of each sampling interval. The left and right graphs show the effect of observer bias on the most likely surface offset distribution, which is subtle. Where few or no data are available, the slip distribution is poorly defined.

Offset Along the Cholame and Carrizo Segments of the San Andreas Fault

We determined the most likely offset distribution for different events along the Cholame and Carrizo segments based on our data filtering and interpretation methods (Fig. 9). Weighting Lienkaemper’s data more strongly than Sieh’s
caused the surface offsets in the Cholame segment to increase.

The central and southern Cholame and Carrizo segments last ruptured in the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake (Sieh, 1978). In the central section of the Carrizo segment (~75 km), the data record low-magnitude offsets from 1857 that occur on multiple strands of the SAF. Trenching data (Sieh and Jahns, 1984) and repeated surveys (Grant and Donnellan, 1994) indicate greater offset in 1857 than each individual offset. In the northernmost Cholame segment (from 0 to 40 km), there are two offset events of approximately equal magnitude (~3.5 and ~7 m offsets between 10 and 23 km from Highway 46). The magnitude of each event is equal to the inferred offset magnitude of the 1857 earthquake in this area. Therefore, we interpreted these data as repeated characteristic ruptures within the Cholame segment. Offset of stratigraphic units across the SAF along the Cholame segment suggests approximately 3 m of slip in this area during the 1857 earthquake (Young et al., 2000).

The 10- and 20-km interval data highlight two important trends: (1) overall displacement increases along strike of the fault between the 0–60-km section and the 60–100-km section of the fault (approximately at the segment boundary between the Cholame and Carrizo segments) and (2) the offset distribution in the northern Cholame segment (between 0 and 20 km) has several peaks that are well defined by the data (5 km interval data between 0 and 15 km; Fig. 9). Between 0 and 10 km, we infer offsets larger than 1 m to result from the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake, which ruptured both the Cholame and Carrizo segments of the SAF.

Estimating Fault Segment Geometry for the Carrizo and Cholame Segments

We used microseismicity to define the fault geometry along the 1857 rupture surface (Fig. 10). The data include events $M_s > 1.5$ recorded between 1980 and 1989 (Hill, 1990). The microseismicity is projected onto a vertical plane approximately parallel to the SAF with a 30° discordance.
Fig. 6. The effect of changing segment strength on the surface offsets. Slip is greater along the segment with greater strength. Greater strength contrasts lead to higher offset gradients at the segment boundary. The location of the peak offset is controlled by the location of the stronger segment but not by the magnitude of the strength contrast. Letters refer to the same normalizations as in Figure 3.

Determining Relative Fault Strengths from Offset Data

The filtered slip distributions were compared to model results of low-friction faults to determine strength contrasts between the Cholame and Carrizo segments necessary to produce the 1857 slip distribution (Fig. 9). We assumed that 9 m of slip accrued during the 1857 earthquake along the northern portion of the Carrizo segment (Sieh, 1978; Sieh...
Figure 7. See caption on p. XXX.
Figure 7. (Continued). Normalized surface offsets for all models. Each panel (a–e) shows a different variation of the depth-to-length ratio (d/c: 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/8). The gray shading in the background of the figures shows the relative geometry of the two fault segments. The columns isolate variations in the segment length ratio (a/c: 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4). The rows in each panel isolate changes in the segment depth ratio (e/d: 1/4, 1/3, 1/2). For each chart, the curves correspond to strength contrasts ranging from 1/4 to 4. Labels on the top right corner of each figure show the geometry ratios as a:c:e:d.
and Jahns, 1984), that the historic earthquake rupture record is complete, and that no further ruptures penetrated more than a few kilometers into the northern Cholame segment since 1857. The solid lines in Figure 9 show the expected surface offset distribution for the inferred down-dip geometry of the Cholame and Carrizo segments for strength ratios \(S_{\text{Cholame}}/S_{\text{Carrizo}}\) of 1, 2/3, 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 for our estimated segment geometry.

The different estimations of the slip distributions during the 1857 Fort Tejón earthquake required different strength contrasts to produce the observed slip. Based on the simplifications of our model and the offset data, strength contrasts between 2/3 and 1/4 are required to produce the inferred 1857 Fort Tejón surface offset. In light of a possible \(-3\) m offset along the Cholame segment in 1857 (Young et al., 2000), the inferred strength contrast may be closer to \(1/2 > S_{\text{Cholame}}/S_{\text{Carrizo}} > 1/4\).

**Discussion**

In our models, along-strike variations in fault geometry are small, each fault segment undergoes a uniform stress drop during rupture, and rupture dynamics do not significantly impact the surface offset distribution. Deviations in strike may affect the long-term loading distribution acting along the fault. These complications are important; however, this study focused on coplanar fault segments.
Figure 9. Modeled offsets overlain on reconstructed 1857 Fort Tejón earthquake offset distribution. Different sized points in this figure represent different sampling intervals: the small, medium, and large points represent 5, 10, and 20 km sampling intervals, respectively (see text for full description). We weighted each observer’s data set according to the Sieh : Lienkaemper (S : L) values above the figures. Slip increases from the Cholame segment (left hand side of the graphs) into the Carrizo segment (right hand side of the graphs). Weighting Lienkaemper’s data more strongly relative to Sieh’s reduces the offset gradient at the segment boundary. The stress drops along the stronger segment required to produce the 9 m offset in the Carrizo are 8.71, 8.77, 8.80, and 8.92 MPa for $S_1/S_2 = 1$, 2/3, 1/2, and 1/4, respectively, assuming $G = 40$ GPa and $\nu = 0.25$. Under these conditions, the average total stress drop for each scenario would be 8.71, 8.06, 7.74, and 7.32 MPa, respectively. The largest difference between the stress drop along the strongest segment and the average stress drop along both segments is $<18\%$. The increase in the surface offset from the Cholame to the Carrizo segment (40–65 km) indicates a strength contrast of 2/3–1/4 between the Cholame and Carrizo segments.

Figure 10. Microseismicity along the San Andreas Fault between Parkfield, California and southeast of Palmdale, California. Microseismicity is taken from Hill et al. (1990). The gray rectangles show our inferred fault geometry from the microseismicity. Strikes noted at the top of the figure show the strike of the vertical plane onto which the microseismicity is projected. In the region between 58 and 120 km, the projection plane is misoriented relative to the fault plane.

The fault surface may not experience a uniform stress drop during rupture because of a complex loading history on the fault plane. This loading history may result in along-strike variations in stress release that may mimic strength contrasts during an event. The minimum strength contrasts required to fit the 1857 offsets require the Carrizo segment to have large pre-existing shear stresses relative to the Cholame segment. For instance, we consider the limiting case of two adjacent fault segments with the same strength. Prior to loading and rupture, one segment has residual stresses just below the segment’s critical strength, while the other has no residual stress acting along its surface. If both segments are instantaneously loaded and rupture, the stress drop along the segment with residual stress will be no greater than twice its critical strength. In contrast, the segment with no residual stress will experience a stress release equal to its critical strength. Therefore, residual stresses along different segments of similar strength are unlikely to produce an apparent
strength contrast larger than 1:2. Our inferences along the Cholame and Carrizo segments suggest this value is towards the lower bound of the strength contrasts. We cannot dismiss the possibility that the 1857 offset distribution was produced by these pre-existing stresses, but most data may require unreasonably large prestress differences between the two segments. In addition, offsets in the Carrizo suggest repeated large offsets over several earthquakes. These repeated offsets require large prestresses to exist before each rupture along the Carrizo segment. Therefore, these repetitious large offsets may suggest a persistent strength contrast between the Cholame and Carrizo segments rather than pre-existing stresses.

Our models also indicate that a multisegment fault that is slipping at a constant rate along its length may undergo separate catch-up events to resolve differences in slip created by variations in segment geometry or strength. In the case of the Cholame and Carrizo segments of the SAF, the potentially weaker Cholame segment may necessitate these types of catch-up events in order to maintain the constant 35 mm/yr of slip along the SAF in this area. While our analyses of geomorphic offsets do not resolve such events, other modeling studies (e.g., Ward, 1997) produce similar behavior.

In general, our inferred strength contrast is dependent on both the simplification of reality of our model and the interpretation of an 1857 offset distribution based on noisy data. While the $2/3 < S_{\text{Cholame}}/S_{\text{Carrizo}} < 1/4$ strength contrast is consistent with a majority of the offset data, the data are nonetheless ambiguous. However, it is clear that there was probably a significant reduction in slip along the Cholame segment relative to the Carrizo segment during the 1857 event. This reduction is consistent with at least a small reduction in segment strength along the Cholame relative to the Carrizo segment. Therefore, while we cannot preclude similar strengths of the two segments based on the scattered data and our simplification of fault rupture, our results suggest that a strength contrast of some sort may exist between the two segments.

Fault segmentation may be produced by a number of different mechanisms including fault segment geometry and strength contrasts. The interaction of fault geometry and strength contrasts may lead to complex rupture sequences caused by either constant loading or constant slip-rate conditions on the fault (e.g., Ward, 1997). Event sequences observed in the stratigraphic and/or geomorphic record may record a brief window of a more complex rupture history that is best understood in terms of these interacting effects. The results of this study highlight the controls on fault segmentation and provide a method to determine fault segment properties that may be used in more sophisticated models (such as those of Ward, 1997).

Conclusions

Fault segmentation may arise from changes in the fault geometry and strength and may control the extent and magnitude of ruptures. We used elastic dislocation models to understand these effects on surface offsets along a pair of vertical, coplanar, adjacent, strike-slip fault segments. These models indicated that: (1) the position of the maximum surface offset gradient corresponds to the segment boundary; (2) the relative steepness of the surface offset gradient is related to the ratio of the depth of the deep segment relative to the shallow segment, and (3) the difference in peak displacement between each segment is strongly influenced by the ratio of the total fault depth to the total fault length. We used this mechanical model in conjunction with surface offsets to estimate a strength contrast of $2/3–1/4$ between the Cholame and Carrizo segments of the SAF.
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